More 0n the Art of Integrating Quotes
This handout extends material found in our previous guides on using quotes and the art of
integrating quotes.

Good Example of well-integrated integrated (or “sandwiched” quote):

…long quote trimmed

Notice how this writer sandwiches the quote well by clarifying the context of the quote and
preparing the reader for what it will say or show before the quote. Then after the quote, it has a
sentence clarifying the meaning of the quote in terms of the writer’s argument.

POOR SANDWICH—DROPPING QUOTES

Notice this writer has dropped the quote into her text as a grammatically independent sentence. No
set up at all has occurred. This textual evidence drops out of the sky into the writer’s paper out of
nowhere. This quote is NOT integrated at all.

POOR SANDWICH—INCOMPLETE SET UP

The short, incomplete set up of the quote should be avoided. You should have an entire sentence
containing both parts of the set up (context + preparation).

POOR SANDWICH—EXTENDING

NOTICE how each use of quote extends the sentence after the quote. When you end the quote, you
should end the sentence, putting the commentary on the quote into its own complete and separate
sentence. Notice also the incorrect use of paragraph number in the in-text citation

FIXED SANDWICH

Mrs. Hale is the one to recognize that this truth when she exclaims, “We all go
through the same things” (Glaspell 462). For her, “we” means all women who
understand the toll their role in society takes on them.
Think of this comparison as you introduce a quote into your paper to use as evidence:
Your paper is like a party you are hosting for a large group of friends (your readers). Your
quote is like a guest who has just arrived and who you are introducing to your readers. As you
introduce this guest, identify who they are and where they are from. Then, tell your readers
what they are doing here—what the purpose is for their visit.

